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Abstract Suprathermal electron depletions are structures of the nightside ionosphere of Mars resulting
from an equilibrium between electron loss and creation processes. Photoionization of oxygen and carbon
dioxide by UV and EUV photons is the main ionization process of the Martian atmosphere. The observation
of suprathermal electron depletions is strongly unexpected in the portion of the Martian environment
where photoionization can occur. This region is delimited by the UltraViolet (UV) terminator, behind which
no UV ionizing photons are detected. In this study suprathermal electron depletions are used to determine
the position of the UV terminator thanks to MAVEN observations. The MAVEN spacecraft is now in its
fourth year of data recording and has already covered more than one Martian year, a large range of latitude,
local time, and solar zenith angle in the nightside down to 110‐km altitude. This coverage enables us to
determine the approximate position of the UV terminator over one Martian year. We then investigate the
variation of its position on the dawnside and duskside and depending on seasons. Our results are
compared with models of the Martian atmosphere and in situ data of the atmospheric composition which all
highlight an asymmetry between the duskside and the dawnside at equinox. However, models show an
inversion in the position of the dusk and the dawn UV terminator at perihelion and aphelion, which cannot
yet be confirmed or disproved by the data.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we suggest a new method to determine the location of the ultraviolet (UV) terminator of the
Martian atmosphere, based on the so‐called suprathermal electron depletions (Steckiewicz et al., 2015). In
this section, we will first describe the Martian ionosphere before we define the UV terminator and describe
the nature of suprathermal electron depletions. Section 2 then details the MAVEN instruments and the
suprathermal electron depletions data set used in our study. Section 3 describes the method used to identify
the UV terminator location and shows its application to one Martian year. In section 4 we investigate the
location of the UV terminator on dawnside and duskside. Section 5 provides a discussion on the evolution
of the position of the UV terminator regarding seasons.

1.1. The Martian Ionosphere

The upper neutral atmosphere of Mars interacts directly with the solar wind particles and photons, modify-
ing the plasma neighboring the planet and creating an ionosphere (Kivelson & Russel, 1995). The process of
ionization involving photons is called photoionization, and the process involving energetic particles is often
called impact ionization. While photons mainly come from the Sun, the ionizing particles can come from the
Sun, but also from the galaxy (cosmic rays), or from the ionosphere itself. The only requirement for the
photons and energetic particles to ionize the neutral atmosphere is that their energy exceeds the ionization
potential or binding energy of a neutral.

Atmospheric ionization is usually attributable to a mixture of these various sources, but one often domi-
nates. The two predominant ionization processes at Mars are the following:

1. Photoionization: solar photons arriving on Mars mainly interact with O and CO2 by the following
mechanisms:
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CO2 þ hν→COþþe−
2 (1)

Oþ hν→Oþþe− (2)

These two reactions are both associated with an ionization threshold near 90 nm: 91.1 nm for oxygen and
89.9 nm for carbon dioxide. It corresponds to solar photons in the “extreme” ultraviolet (EUV) and UV
wavelength ranges. Photoionization is the most important ionization process at Mars, in particular to create
the dayside ionosphere.

2. Ionization by electron impact: it corresponds to the interaction of electrons coming from the solar
wind or the magnetosheath with the atmospheric neutrals thus producing ions. This process is the
dominant ionization process producing the nightside ionosphere (Fillingim et al., 2010; Lillis et al.,
2011; Lillis & Brain, 2013). Following is an example of such ionization by electronic impact with a
neutral (M):

e−þM→M þþe−þ e− (3)

These ionization processes are however not the only important processes driving the dynamics and thermal
state of the Martian ionosphere. A number of source processes, loss processes, and transport mechanisms
shall be considered. At low altitudes (below 250 km; see Sakai, 2016), the external suprathermal electrons
are essentially absent, so that electrons are locally produced (primary or secondary) or transported and even-
tually degraded in energy. The electron energy spectrum keeps traces of the photoionization process with
complex features below 15 eV or due to the 30.4‐nm HeII solar line (or by X‐rays with Auger electrons close
to 500 eV; Mitchell et al., 2000), but energy degradation or heating due to collisions (with neutrals or
Coulomb collisions with electrons) will smooth these spectral features and steepen the slope of the spectrum
(Cui et al., 2011).

1.2. Definition of the UV Terminator

The nightside, the dayside, and the terminator separating them are concepts which depend on the phenom-
enon, or on the process that is studied. The terminator is the boundary between the region where photons
are received and the region where they are not. The optical terminator can then be defined as the boundary
of the optical shadow of the planet, its altitude varying with the solar zenith angle (SZA). The SZA corre-
sponds to the angle between the line linking the spacecraft to the center of Mars, and the line between
the center of Mars and the center of the Sun. However, all the sunlight wavelengths do not reach the
Martian surface. The neutral atmosphere of Mars interacts with the incoming photons, absorbing themmore
or less depending on their wavelengths, and hence modifying the location of the corresponding terminator.
The UV terminator is especially interesting in the Martian case as the main ionization process of the neutral
atmosphere is photoionization of O2 and CO2 by UV and EUV photons. Shane et al. (2016) for example used
an arbitrary base altitude of 90 km instead of the surface of Mars, assuming that the light is attenuated by the
atmosphere below this altitude, in order to quantify the deposition of photoelectron and solar wind electron
populations on the nightside of Mars.

We will now describe the geometry of the nightside and terminator that will be used later in this paper. The
optical shadow of Mars can be represented by a cylinder whose radius is the planet radius RMars (left part of
Figure 1). The nightside is in this case defined as follows, where r is the radial distance from the center
of Mars:

SZA>90þ acos
RMars

r

� �
(4)

A conic shadow, taking into account the distance of Mars from the Sun, could also have been considered.
However, this would result in a cone whose angle is 8.5 × 10−4°. The difference between the cylindrical
and the conic shadow at an altitude of 1,000 km would be of ~65 m, which is far below the resolution of
our data. The cylindrical shadow is sufficiently accurate for our purpose.
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As a first approximation we consider here that the UV shadow corresponds to the cylindrical shadow
obtained with Mars surrounded by an atmospheric layer of x km (right side of Figure 1), where all the
EUV‐UV photons are considered as absorbed. In this case, the nightside is defined as

SZA>90þ acos
RMars þ x

r

� �
(5)

1.3. Description of Suprathermal Electron Depletions

In this paper, we will suggest a new method to determine the location of the UV terminator, based on
suprathermal electron depletions. We will thus now remind the nature of these depletions.

Using measurements of the electron spectrometer onboard Mars Global Surveyor, Mitchell et al. (2001) first
observed that the nightside ionosphere was punctuated by abrupt drops of the instrumental count rate, by up
to 3 orders of magnitude to near background levels across all energies, hence calling them “plasma voids.”
These structures, renamed “suprathermal electron depletions” (hereinafter called electron depletions) by
Steckiewicz et al. (2015) after new observations obtained with the MAVEN spacecraft, are the result of an
equilibrium between electron loss and creation processes. Their observation is strongly linked to the
magnetic topology of Mars. Mars indeed does not possess a global dynamo magnetic field at present time
but possesses crustal sources, remnants from an ancient planetary magnetic field. The crustal magnetic
sources, mainly located in the southern hemisphere, can be considered as small dipoles located under the
Martian crust (Acuña et al., 1998). They form closed magnetic field loops that can extend up to thousands
of kilometers above the surface.

In the Martian environment, suprathermal electrons are typically magnetized (with the gyrocenters of their
helical motion constrained to follow the magnetic field lines). Closed magnetic field lines with both ends
intersecting the dayside ionosphere fill with photoelectrons and are essentially isolated from solar wind elec-
trons. The trapped electrons bounce back and forth between the two mirror points and the whole electron
population undergoes absorption by the collisional neutral atmosphere (among which CO2 is the major spe-
cies) if the mirror points are low enough (due to the convergence of the magnetic field lines as in the cusps).
However, as photoelectrons are continuously created in the dayside ionosphere, no depletions in the
suprathermal electron population are observed.

When closed crustal magnetic field loops rotate toward the nightside with the planet rotation, there is a tran-
sition period when one foot of the closed magnetic field loop is on the dayside and the other is on the night-
side. This configuration can induce precipitations of photoelectrons in the nightside (Xu et al., 2017). When
these closed field lines continue their rotation and found their both ends in the nightside, absorption by the
collisional atmosphere continues, whereas fewer electrons are locally produced (mostly by electron impact
ionization). The electron population inside closed crustal magnetic field loops is then thermalized via colli-
sions with the neutral atmosphere, leaving only the thermal population and a remaining suprathermal elec-
tron population peaked at 6–7 eV, due to the shape of the collisional cross section with CO2 (Steckiewicz
et al., 2015). Electrons coming from other sources, such as horizontal transport of photoelectrons from
dayside to nightside or solar wind plasma traveling up the magnetotail, are routed along the outermost
magnetic field lines of the closed magnetic field loops toward the neutral atmosphere. They hence are not

Figure 1. Definition of the nightside. On the left side is the optical shadow. On the right side is the UV shadow considered in this study.
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able to penetrate inside these loops to repopulate them: the inside of closed magnetic field loops forms
suprathermal electron depletions.

However, the electron motion is governed by electric and magnetic fields only above the electron exobase.
Below it, electron motion is dominated by collisions rather than by the magnetic field. All electrons in this
region are then subjected to collisions, not only those travelling along closed magnetic field lines. The
thermalization of the suprathermal electron population no longer depends directly on the geographical dis-
tribution of the crustal magnetic sources. The distribution of electron depletions in this region is then more
homogeneous than at higher altitudes (Steckiewicz et al., 2016). The electron exobase is generally found
around 170‐km altitude (Lillis et al., 2008; Mantas & Hanson, 1979; Steckiewicz et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2016).

An example of electron depletion observed by MAVEN on 16 February 2015 is plotted in Figure 2. We can
see that hardly any electrons can be observed between 06:30 UT and 06:33 UT, except a faint line at 6 eV, due
to absorption by atmospheric CO2. This case reveals the presence of strong crustal magnetic fields precisely
at the location of the electron depletion: the closed fields prevent from refilling the depletion via external
plasma sources.

2. Instrumentation and Suprathermal Electron Depletions Data Set Used

We will now describe the MAVEN instruments that will be used in this study, how these instruments allow
to observe the UV terminator, and finally describe the data set of suprathermal electron depletions that will
be the basis of our new method to determine the UV terminator.

2.1. MAVEN Instruments

After its launch in November 2013, the MAVEN spacecraft spent 10 months in its interplanetary journey
and finally reached Mars on 21 September 2014 (Jakosky et al., 2015). Once the science mapping orbit
has been reached, the Science phase began on 16 November 2014. The science mapping orbit is a highly
elliptical orbit, with a nominal periapsis at 150 km, and an apoapsis of ~6,220 km, which means a period
of ~4.5 hr. The periapsis is periodically lowered down to 125 km for five‐day periods known as “deep‐dips”
(Bougher et al., 2015). The orbital inclination of 75° has been chosen together with the apoapsis altitude
and the orbital period to provide an appropriate precession rate of the orbit in both local time and latitude.

TheMAVEN spacecraft carries onboard a complete suite of plasma and field instruments, plus an ultraviolet
spectrometer and a neutral spectrometer. In this study we only focus on three of these instruments:

Figure 2. Example of a MAVEN passage in the plasma environment of Mars with a periapsis on the nightside. (panel 1) SWEA energy‐time spectrogram of
omnidirectional electron energy flux. (panel 2) Magnetic field intensity (measured by MAG in black and calculated from the crustal field model of Morschhauser
et al. (2014) in red) versus time. (panel 3) Areocentric altitude versus time. (panel 4) Coordinates of the spacecraft in the MSO frame. The vertical lines highlight
the main boundaries of the Martian environment. (panel 5) Solar zenith angle of the MAVEN spacecraft. (panel 6) Local time of the MAVEN spacecraft.
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1. SWEA (Solar Wind Electron Analyzer): the SWEA experiment (Mitchell et al., 2016) measures the
energy and angular distributions of solar wind and magnetosheath electrons and ionospheric photoelec-
trons. Its energy range is 3 to 4,600 eV and its energy resolution is δE

E ¼ 17%. SWEA has a 2‐s measure-
ments cadence.

2. NGIMS (Neutral Gas and Ion Mass Spectrometer): the NGIMS experiment (Mahaffy et al., 2015) makes
in situ measurements of the neutral composition, isotopic ratios, and scale height temperature of the
major gas species and thermal ions in the Martian upper atmosphere.

3. MAG: the MAGnetic field investigation (Connerney et al., 2015) consists of dual‐triaxial magnetometers
located at the end of “boomlets” on both ends of the solar panel arrays of the spacecraft. MAG samples
the magnetic field at 32 vector observations per second.

2.2. The UV Terminator Observed by MAVEN Instruments

The UV terminator can be observed thanks to both electron spectrometers (as SWEA on MAVEN) and
Langmuir probes (as LPW on MAVEN). Depending on the plasma in which it is embedded, a Langmuir
probe measures essentially two currents in the negative potential regime: the photoelectron current
(induced by the removal of electrons at the surface of the probe by photoionization) and the ion current
(induced by the impact of the ambient ions on the probe). At low plasma density, such as at high altitudes,
the photoelectron current dominates, whereas at high plasma densities, such as in the ionosphere, the ion
current dominates. Concerning the electron spectrometer, it directly measures photoelectrons resulting
from the photoionization process (both natural and induced photoelectrons).

Figure 3 shows aMAVEN periapsis observed by the SWEA (Mitchell et al., 2016) and LPW (Andersson et al.,
2015) instruments. On the first panel is plotted the omnidirectional electron energy‐time spectrogram
recorded by SWEA, on the second panel is the current/voltage spectrogram recorded by LPW, and on the
third and fourth panel are the altitude and the position of the spacecraft in the Martian environment (see
section 2).

We note that all the ephemerides used in this paper are expressed in the MSO (Mars‐centric Solar Orbital)
coordinates defined as follows: the origin is the center of Mars, the x axis points from the center of Mars
to the Sun, y axis points opposite to Mars' orbital angular velocity, and z completes the right‐handed set so
that the frame rotates slowly as Mars orbits the Sun. If no precision is given, the areocentric altitude is con-
sidered (the reference frame is a sphere with Mars' volumetric mean radius of 3,389.51 km).

Two crossings of the UV terminator are present in Figure 3. The first one is located at ~19:30 UT and can be
observed both on the SWEA spectrogram and on the LPW I‐V spectrogram (red vertical line). It is located at
high enough altitudes so that the dominant current measured by LPW is the photoelectron current. As the
spacecraft crosses the UV terminator from dayside to nightside, no more photoelectrons are produced. The
photoelectron flux measured by SWEA below 20 eV and the current measured by LPW (at negative poten-
tials; i.e., below the floating potential) decrease suddenly, showing a clear boundary. As the spacecraft passes
its periapsis, xMSO reverses (SZA = 90°) at ~20:20 UT, so that the UV terminator should be crossed close to
that point. However, as the spacecraft is at low altitudes, the ion current dominates so that the identification
of the UV terminator is more difficult with LPW. The identification in the SWEA data is also not easier at
first glance due to the presence of a depletion in the electron flux induced by a significant change in the
spacecraft potential (see section 2.3).

2.3. The Suprathermal Electron Depletions Data Set

In order to obtain a catalog of electron depletions observed by MAVEN we applied from November 2014 to
March 2017 the criterion described in Steckiewicz et al. (2015, 2016) to detect automatically electron deple-
tions in MAVEN data.

Due to the precession of the MAVEN orbit, electron depletions have only been detected during five specific
periods, gathered in Table 1. These periods correspond roughly to the passage of the spacecraft at low
enough altitudes in the nightside of the planet (SZA > 90°).

Each period of detection of electron depletions sampled a specific range of latitudes and can be related to a
Martian season (seasons are due to the Mars inclination on its orbital plane is 25.19°, which is comparable to
the one of the Earth: 23.44°):
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1. First period: Winter of the northern hemisphere (Mars perihelion)
2. Second period: Spring of the northern hemisphere (equinox)
3. Third period: Summer of the northern hemisphere (Mars aphelion)
4. Fourth period: Autumn of the northern hemisphere (equinox)
5. Fifth period: Winter of the northern hemisphere (Mars perihelion).

One issue of the criterion used to automatically detect electron depletions is that it also detects spacecraft
charging events. Usually, the spacecraft potential in the nightside ionosphere is approximately of −2 V.

Figure 3. Observation of the UV terminator with the LPW and SWEA instruments onboardMAVEN. (panel 1) SWEA energy‐time spectrogram of omnidirectional
electron energy flux (ENGY mode). (panel 2) Current‐voltage spectrogram by LPW. (panel 3) Areocentric altitude of the MAVEN spacecraft. (panel 4) Position
of the MAVEN spacecraft in the MSO coordinates. (panel 5) Solar zenith angle of the MAVEN spacecraft. (panel 6) Local time of the MAVEN spacecraft.
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This implies a little modification in the energies detected, which are reduced by the same amount. Such
small potentials have no significant impact on the criterion results. However, some strong spacecraft
charging events can bring the spacecraft potential to a dozen of volts. An example of such event is
presented in Figure 4. The charging event can be observed between ~18:50 and ~18:54 UT. A typical
modification of the electron spectrum can be observed: two distinct lines appear around 10 eV,
corresponding to the two photoelectron lines initially at 21–24 and 27 eV (Mitchell et al., 2001)) that
become shifted in energy due to charging. The electron flux detected at 6 eV during this kind of event is
then much lower than the mean electron flux calculated over 1 hr and an electron depletion can be
detected, whereas no electron depletions is effectively observed. A few cases have been found during the
time period under study and have been removed by hand, as much as possible. Some of these cases are
indeed located on the dayside so that they do not have any incidence on the detection of electron
depletions. However, in December 2016/January 2017 a lot of spacecraft charging events have been
observed near the terminator, impacting the detection of electron depletions. As our criterion detects the
same way electron depletions and spacecraft charging events, electron depletions detected by our criterion
may appear wider in time than real when spacecraft charging occur close to the depletions. An example
of such “overflow” can be observed in Figure 4. The black vertical lines represent the boundaries of the
electron depletions detected by our criterion. Two electron depletions have been detected in the nightside
and close to the terminator (SZA = 90° at ~18:51 UT). As the first electron depletion is roughly well
delimited, the second one extends until 18:51:32 UT while it should stop at ~18:50 UT. The spacecraft
charging event is detected in this case as an electron depletion. As there is no boundary between both
structures, from the point of view of the criterion, it results in a very large electron depletion, which
spreads toward the dayside.

Due to this specific configuration, a lot of electron depletions detected in December 2016/January 2017
appear wider than they truly are. We removed from our data set all the suprathermal depletions that
occurred during a strong charging event, based on the composite spacecraft potential value provided by
the MAVEN instruments (SWEA/LPW/STATIC), as well as those where the spacecraft potential was
undefined. This removes almost half of the depletions detected during the December 2016/January 2017 (see
section 4.2 for the consequences on the UV terminator study).

3. Determination of the Position of the UV Terminator Using Suprathermal
Electron Depletions

Electron depletions are not restricted to the nightside defined as the optical shadow. Hall et al. (2016)
observed that these structures are also observed in the illuminated induced magnetosphere, which is the
region of space inside the magnetic pileup boundary and outside the optical shadow of the planet.
Electron depletions are indeed the result of a balance between electron loss and production processes. In first
approximation (neglecting transport and local production of electrons by electronic impact), electron deple-
tions can be observed when no more photoelectrons are created in the ionosphere. As photoelectrons are
mainly produced by photoionization of the neutral atmosphere by EUV and UV photons, the limit of detec-
tion of electron depletions corresponds in first approximation to the UV terminator.

3.1. Methodology

Based on equation (5) describing the UV terminator geometry, we can find its approximate location by look-
ing for the thickness of the atmosphere x which best fits the distribution of electron depletions.

Table 1
Characteristics of the Five Periods During Which Electron Depletions Have Been Detected in the MAVEN Data

Time period Median latitude (°N) Solar longitude (°) Distance to the Sun (AU) Number of depletions

First period 11/2014–02/2015 63° 228–297 1.42–1.38 66,540
Second period 06/2015–09/2015 −70° 0–49 1.50–1.62 87,830
Third period 12/2015–03/2016 26° 77–128 1.66–1.62 49,966
Fourth period 06/2016–09/2016 −21° 160–235 1.55–1.40 150,122
Fifth period 12/2016–03/2017 −13° 272–338 1.38–1.46 88,800
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In order to find the best fit between our data and the modeled UV terminator we binned electron depletion
observations per MAVEN passage in altitude (10‐km bins) and SZA (1° bins) to obtain a statistical picture of
their distribution. We then determined for each SZA the highest altitude having a percentage of electron
depletions greater than 5%. This threshold is arbitrary but enables a clear observation of the boundary under
study. We finally use a nonlinear least mean square algorithm to determine the thickness x of the atmo-
sphere which best fits this 5% line (see equation (5)). Several tests performed show that using thresholds
of, respectively, 1% or 10% instead of 5% lead to a small change of the resulting thickness x, respectively,
by about 2 and 5 km, which is small compared with the variations discussed below. As this study needs a
good precision in altitude, we use the areodetic altitude, which takes into account the flattening at the poles
(Requator = 3,396 km and Rpole = 3,376 km).

3.2. Application to One Martian Year

At first, we chose to use all data obtained during the first four periods, which cover the four Martian seasons.
Figure 5 shows percentages of electron depletions observations per MAVEN passage binned in altitude and
SZA. The nonhomogeneity of the distribution in the nightside defined as SZA > 90° catches the eyes. No
electron depletion can be observed near SZA = 90°, except at very low altitudes (despite a good spatial cover-
age by the spacecraft). Generally, the lower the altitude is, the closer to SZA = 90 ° ,electron depletions can
be observed.

We observed a clear boundary between the regions where electron depletions are observed and where they
are not, which does not correspond to the optical terminator (dark blue line). The light blue line

Figure 4. Example of overflow of an electron depletion detected by our criterion due to spacecraft charging. (panel 1) SWEA energy‐time spectrogram of
omnidirectional electron energy flux (ENGY mode). (panel 2) Altitude of the MAVEN spacecraft. (panel 3) Position of the MAVEN spacecraft in the MSO
coordinates. The black vertical lines highlight the boundaries of the electron depletions detected with our criterion. (panel 4) Solar zenith angle of the MAVEN
spacecraft. (panel 5) Local time of the MAVEN spacecraft.
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corresponds to the limit of 5% electron depletions, and was chosen based on both good orbit coverage and
on large enough percentage values in the bins. Only the low‐altitude part of this 5% limit is used (i.e., the
plain light blue line), since the use of electron depletions to observe the UV terminator is more relevant at
low altitudes than at high altitudes due to the variable local conditions at high altitudes (local magnetic
topology due to crustal fields, transport/precipitation of external electrons). The upper bound of the
fitting part of the limit was chosen by eye for each plot. In this case, the best value found is x = 123.3
km (purple line), with a coefficient of determination of R2 = 0.9815 and a 95% confidence interval of
(119.7, 126.9 km).

We can see that the UV terminator fits well the data at low altitudes, but the consistency decreases above
330‐km altitude. This shifting can be due to photoelectrons precipitating into the nightside on closed field
lines that straddle the terminator (Xu et al., 2017), preventing the formation of electron depletions. This
day‐night magnetic connectivity hence provides a source of plasma and energy to the nightside. From a pre-
liminary examination of hundreds of orbits, Xu et al. (2017) found that such nightside precipitations of
photoelectrons are quite common.

3.3. Comparison With an Atmospheric Model

Figure 6 shows the transmission rate of ionizing EUV photons as a function of the radial distance and SZA as
well as the 10% transmission threshold distance and altitude. Temperature‐independent photoabsorption
cross sections for N2, CO, Ar, and O were taken from the PHIDRATES database (https://phidrates.space.
swri.edu/; Huebner & Mukherjee, 2015), while fully temperature‐dependent cross sections for CO2 (the
dominant gas) were taken from Venot et al. (2018). A convolution of a typical solar moderate EUV spectrum
measured by theMAVENExtreme Ultraviolet Monitor (Eparvier et al., 2015; Thiemann et al., 2017) with the
transmission rate at the various wavelengths between 10 and 89 nm has been made, 89 nm being the longest
wavelength which can still ionize CO2. The neutral densities were taken taken from the Mars Climate
Database version 5.2 (MCD; http://www‐mars.lmd.jussieu.fr/mcd_python/; González‐Galindo et al.,
2009), with two extreme conditions of the Martian atmosphere (perihelion at dawn and aphelion at dusk).
The MCD is a database of atmospheric simulation results compiled from the LMD Mars Global Climate
Model (MGCM) simulations of the Martian atmosphere (Forget et al., 1999). This model computes in 3D
the atmospheric circulation and climate of Mars taking into account the water cycle, radiative transfer,
and the CO2 ice condensation and sublimation, among others.

If one considers equation (5) as an equality for a specific transmission threshold value, one can derive the UV
terminator altitude, x, fitting the best the right panel curves of Figure 6. Considering a 10% transmission

Figure 5. Distribution of the percentage of electron depletions per MAVEN orbit in SZA versus altitude. Data from November 2014 to March 2017 have been
taken into account. The areodetic altitude has been used. The dashed blue line is the limit of 5% electron depletions detected perMAVENpassage, the plain blue line
corresponds to the data used for the fit, and the purple line is the best fit obtained. The dark blue line corresponds to the optical terminator.
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threshold leads to a UV terminator distance from 3,548 to 3,587 km, or an altitude from 158.5 to 197.5 km for
a Mars radius of 3,389.5 km.

These values are higher from what we obtained with electron depletions. Several issues have to be kept
in mind when determining the UV terminator using electron depletions. First, the choice of the photon
transmission threshold induces a small influence: using a lower percentage for the photon transmission

Figure 6. (top) Transmission rate of ionizing EUV photons as a function of the altitude (assuming a mean Martian radius of 3,390 km) and SZA for wavelengths
from 10 to 89 nm for various conditions (local time and seasons). (bottom) The 10% transmission threshold altitude as a function of SZA, for perihelion dawn
(red line) and aphelion dusk (black line) conditions.
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threshold (below the 5% limit of electron depletions) may decrease only slightly the altitude of the UV
terminator of few kilometers. Besides, we consider that electron depletions are observed when no more
photoelectrons are created, without considering the other processes that may bring electrons in the
nightside. The boundary delimiting the observation of electron depletions is thus probably at lower alti-
tudes than the effective UV terminator. Another main difference between the two results is that in situ
measurements are used to detect electron depletions while the entry used to calculate the transmission
rates are taken from a model of the Martian atmosphere. In the end, the interesting point is the large
variability of the UV terminator as a function of local time (dawnside or duskside) and seasons, as
discussed below.

4. The Dawn/Dusk Asymmetry

The UV terminator location is not fixed and homogeneous in time and space. As the other plasma bound-
aries of theMartian environment, its location depends on several parameters, among which the temperature
and density of the neutral atmosphere which have an impact on the absorption of photoelectrons by
neutrals. These two parameters both vary with SZA (the Chapman theory (Chapman, 1931a, 1931b) predicts
that the density of the atmosphere decrease with SZA) and with seasons. Previous studies showed in parti-
cular the presence of significant dawn/dusk ionospheric asymmetries (Benna et al., 2015) that may reveal
asymmetries of the background neutral atmosphere (see Fox and Kasprzak (2007) for the Venus case) and
thus impact the EUV terminator location.

4.1. Results Over One Martian Year

Figure 7 shows the distribution of electron depletions over one Martian year, separating the duskside
(local time between 18:00 and 24:00) from the dawnside (local time between 00:00 and 06:00). For the
dawnside, the best fit is 126.2 km, with R2 = 0.9358 and a 95% confidence interval of (119.5, 133 km).
For the duskside, the best fit is 126.4 km, with R2 = 0.9817 and the 95% confidence bounds (123.7,
129.1 km). At first glance, no clear asymmetry can be observed between the dawnside and the duskside.
However, a closer look to each period will reveal a more variable tendency, which is smoothed over
one year.

4.2. Detail of Each Time Period

As each period of detection of electron depletions corresponds to a different season, we applied to each of
them the same methodology as previously mentioned in section 3.2 to determine the corresponding altitude
of the UV terminator, separating the duskside from the dawnside. The results are shown in Figure 8. We
mention that the sampling statistics of each altitude/SZA bin (if not at 0 due to orbit coverage) is large
enough to provide statistically significant results, with a mean number of passages per bin on average
between 30 and 100. The number of depletions is given in each panel, and ranges from 178 only (during
the period 3 in the dusk sector) to 85,404 (during the period 2 in the dawn sector).

Looking at Figure 8, the UV terminator is apparently observed at various altitudes above the optical termi-
nator, depending on the period considered:

1. First period: electron depletions have equally been observed on the duskside and on the dawnside.
However, few observations have been made at low altitudes and low SZA so that setting a clear value
for the altitude of the UV terminator is difficult. Moreover, the largest nightside densities recorded by
MAVEN have been observed at high northern altitudes during this time period coincidently with a major
solar energetic particle event (Lee et al., 2017). The presence of such events is likely to have changed the
altitude of the UV terminator compared to its nominal value.

2. Second period: very few events have been observed on the duskside due to the orbitography of the
spacecraft. However, the few events obtained were at low altitudes and low SZA so that their distribution
shows a clear boundary at 116 km (R2 = 0.9881). Concerning the dawnside, the fit on the 5% line was not
possible due to a bump of data we cannot explain yet. The fit has then been made on the 10% line, but the
consistency is not as good as the other ones (R2 = 0.8298).

3. Third period: very few events have been observed on the duskside due to the orbitography of the space-
craft. Contrary to the second period, these events were located at high altitudes so that the fitting made is
not reliable (R2 = 0.6896).
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1. Fourth period: this period has a perfect coverage in both dawnside and duskside. It is the only period
allowing to set a clear altitude for the UV terminator on both sides.

2. Fifth period: the removal of spacecraft charging events leads to a low number of depletions on the dawn-
side. The coverage is thus too limited to provide a UV terminator altitude on the dawnside.

The position of the UV terminator apparently rises or decreases around the average altitude found in the pre-
vious section depending on the seasons and between the dawnside and the duskside. However, the MAVEN
coverage does not enable us to set a clear position at all periods, the fourth period being the only one with a
good enough coverage for dawn and dusk.

4.3. Focus on the Fourth Period: Comparison With NGIMS Data

The fourth period turned out to be the only period during which the UV terminator is clearly identifiable
both on the duskside and dawnside. The results of our study set the UV terminator at 123.1 km above the
optical terminator in the dawnside (R2 = 0.9851 and 95% confidence bounds of (118.8, 127.5 km)), whereas
it is at 131 km in the duskside (R2 = 0.9873 and the 95% confidence bounds (127.2, 135.9 km)). The dusk
terminator is thus above the dawn terminator by 8 km.

The use of the photon transmission model based on the MGCMmodel results (for the conditions of period 4;
i.e., solar average and equinox) as in section 3.4 yields a similar difference of 11 km between the dawn and
dusk UV terminator altitudes. The MGCM model indeed predicts an asymmetry in the composition of the

Figure 7. Distribution of the percentage of electron depletions per MAVEN orbit in SZA versus altitude. Data from November 2014 to March 2017 have been
taken into account. The areodetic altitude has been used. The top panel corresponds to observations made on the dawnside (corresponding to a total of
270,680 depletion time steps) and the bottom panel corresponds to observation made on the duskside (corresponding to a total of 172,578 depletion time steps).
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neutral atmosphere between the duskside and the dawnside driven by cooler temperatures at dawn than at
dusk (Chaufray et al., 2014; González‐Galindo et al., 2013). Neutrals on the duskside are then expected to
have a higher scale height and consequently a greater density at high altitudes than on the dawnside.
Photons would consequently be absorbed at higher altitudes in the duskside and the corresponding UV
terminator should be located at higher altitudes than in the dawnside.

This model prediction can be checked through neutral density NGIMS measurements. Figure 9 shows the
density profiles of the three main neutral species of the neutral atmosphere: O, N2, and CO2, obtained during
the fourth period on the dawnside (black lines) and duskside (red lines). The solid lines correspond to the
average NGIMS profiles while the stars correspond to the values from the HELIOSARES models (Leblanc

Figure 8. Same as Figure 7 for the five periods during which electron depletions have been detected. The total number of depletion time steps available is shown in
each panel.
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et al., 2017). The HELIOSARES project aims to couple three independent models of the Martian
environment: the MGCM, the Mars LATmos Hybrid Simulation magnetospheric model, and the Mars
Exospheric Global Model, in order to describe the Martian environment from its surface to the exosphere
for any given conditions.

We can see that HELIOSARES values are globally in good consistency with the in situ data, at least for alti-
tudes downward 250 km. For the three species under study, the density on the duskside is actually observed
to be higher than on the dawnside, at least for altitudes downward 250 km, which is in agreement with the
behavior observed on the distribution of electron depletions.

5. Discussion on the Seasonal Effect

It appears interesting to investigate possible seasonal effects of the UV terminator, as an indicator for the
atmospheric seasonal variability. However, due to the issues raised in section 4.2 on the coverage of each
time period, the comparison of the results obtained with the method using electron depletions during the
different seasons is made difficult. Both seasonal and SZA effects are mixed so that no clear conclusion
can be set from the data analysis. To observe the seasonal variation of the UV terminator we hence only con-
sider here the results from atmospheric models, which may be validated or not when more data will
be available.

5.1. General Seasonal Effect

Table 2 bottom line provides the average (over dawn/dusk) modeled UV terminator altitude—from the
photon transmission model coupled with the MGCM atmospheric model—depending on the season. One
can observe that the UV terminator is thus expected to be the lowest at the aphelion, and the highest at
the perihelion, with a variation of ~30 km. One main difference between these two conditions is the UV flux
which is higher at the perihelion than at the aphelion. However, the upstream solar flux has little impact on
the electron absorption. The parameter that really impacts the electron absorption by the neutral atmo-
sphere is the inclination of the planet on the ecliptic and the induced season due to the differential
atmospheric photon absorption according to the latitude. In the hemisphere which is in summer, the tem-
perature is higher, so as the neutral scale height. The neutral density at high altitudes is then higher in
the summer hemisphere than in the winter hemisphere, implying an absorption of UV photons at higher
altitudes and consequently a higher UV terminator in the summer hemisphere. As the calculations have
beenmade at the equator, this effect is reduced but still significant according to Table 2 results. This seasonal
effect is also confirmed by a Monte Carlo radiation transfer model (Toublanc et al., 1995; updated at Titan

(Beth et al., 2014; Lebonnois & Toublanc, 1999)) and adapted to Mars that
follows photons in absorption and diffusion in the atmosphere, with very
similar results in terms of transmission at different seasons.

Sánchez‐Cano et al. (2018) recently investigated the seasonal, latitudinal,
and solar cycle variability of the thermosphere‐ionosphere coupling by
monitoring 10 years of Mars Express total electron content (TEC) observa-
tions. They observed in particular that the TEC profile follows the irradi-
ance profile with a maximum near perihelion and a minimum near
aphelion. This is fully in agreement with Table 2 model results for the

Table 2
Altitude of the UV Terminator Modeled Depending on the Season and Local
Time Sector (Dawn, Dusk, Average) Considered

UV terminator altitude (km) Perihelion Equinox Aphelion

Dawn 197 171 165

Dusk 186 182 158

Average dawn/dusk 192 177 162

Figure 9. Density profiles of O, N2, and CO2 obtained by NGIMS during the fourth period. The red lines and stars correspond to the duskside and the black lines
and stars correspond to the dawnside. The solid lines are the average NGIMS profiles and the stars correspond to the model set HELIOSARES.
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UV terminator altitude, that is maximum at perihelion and minimum at aphelion, due to the same reason:
the solar flux is the dominant factor for ionization (and thus for the TEC value) and induces a heating and an
inflation of the thermosphere that absorbs more efficiently the photons (and thus enhances the UV
terminator altitude). Unfortunately, no further comparison can be made with this study for several
reasons: the TEC value could essentially be obtained in the dusk sector and not in the dawn sector due to
the Mars‐Express orbit evolution, and our method (based on large periods mapping of the suprathermal
electron depletions) combined with the limited altitude‐SZA coverage of MAVEN at some periods does
not allow us to monitor the UV terminator altitude along all the seasons.

5.2. Seasonal Variation of the Dawn/Dusk Asymmetry

We saw in the previous section that, at the equinox, the dusk terminator is higher than the dawn terminator,
which is consistent with models as well as neutral observations. However, Table 2 model results (transmis-
sion model by R. Lillis combined with MGCM neutral profiles) predict that this configuration is specific to
the equinox: the dawn/dusk UV terminator asymmetry reverses at the perihelion and aphelion of Mars,
whereas this asymmetry is expected to be driven by the cooler temperatures at dawn compared to dusk.

In order to check if this inversion is a photon transmission model issue, we compared these results with
those obtained with the radiative transfer model of D. Toublanc (adapted to Mars from Toublanc et al.
(1995)). In order to observe the inversion between seasons, we used two sets of input conditions from the
MGCM (pressure, temperature) corresponding to the fourth (equinox conditions) and fifth (perihelion con-
ditions) periods of detection of electron depletions. The results (not shown) are the same: the dusk termina-
tor is higher than the dawn terminator at the equinox and the asymmetry reverses at the perihelion of Mars.

The dawn/dusk asymmetry reversal thus probably originates from the input neutral profiles used and pro-
vided by the MGCM model. We plot in Figure 10 the temperature and pressure profiles typical for both
the transmission profiles in Figure 6 and Table 2 results (one for perihelion, one for equinox). One can
indeed see an inversion of the density and temperature profiles between the two periods. At the equinox
the temperature and the total density are higher on the duskside than on the dawnside, while at perihelion
(northern winter) the density is slightly higher in the dawnside and the temperature profile in the dawnside
is more complicated. What catches the eyes is the dawn density at the equinox which falls at high altitudes

Figure 10. (first row) Density and (second row) temperature profiles on the duskside and dawnside from the MGCM model on 1 August 2016 (i.e., equinox
conditions) for the first column and on 22 January 2017 (perihelion conditions) for the second column.
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compared to what is observed at the northern winter and compared to the dusk profile, probably induced by
the similar fall‐off of the temperature at the same period. The origin of this strong cooling in the dawn sector
at equinox is, to our knowledge, unexplained. It could however be related to the strong seasonal variability of
the water vapor in Martian atmosphere, whose column density is minimum at equinox (Smith, 2002) and
whose amount plays a key role in the atmospheric cooling at Mars. More precisely, if we run MGCM
simulations to analyze the seasonal variation of the water vapor volumic mixing ratio, we can show that it
has a very similar behavior to the temperature profile above 100‐km altitude, with more water vapor on
the duskside than on the dawnside at equinox, and a reverse situation at perihelion. Whether this similarity
is a consequence or a reason remains however to be studied in future work.

6. Conclusions

Suprathermal electron depletions are structures of the nightside ionosphere of Mars resulting from an
equilibrium between electron source and loss processes. Since on Mars the main ionization process is
photoionization of the neutral atmosphere by UV and EUV photons, electron depletions are in first
approximation only observed below the UV terminator, thus providing a new and indirect method to
set its localization.

On average over one Martian year, the UV terminator has been found to be located ~123 km above the opti-
cal terminator. The UV terminator has been observed to lay as expected at higher altitudes on the duskside
than on the dawnside at the equinox, in agreement with atmospheric models and recent results from
NGIMS: the warmer dusk conditions lead to an inflation of the atmosphere that absorbs more efficiently
the photons, and thus enhances the UV terminator altitude. However, atmospheric models predict that
the situation reverses at the perihelion and the aphelion, but data did not enable us to confirm or invalidate
this unexplained inversion yet. The use of the fifth period of detection of electron depletions, which equally
covers the duskside and dawnside, could have enabled to support the models and to observe the inversion of
the location of the dawn and dusk UV terminator, but the removal of spacecraft charging events prevents
from setting a clear conclusion. If confirmed by future analysis of electron suprathermal depletions at later
periods, this inversion would probably be induced by a very strong cooling of the thermosphere at dawn
versus dusk at equinox, possibly related to the seasonal behavior of water vapor in the Martian atmosphere.

The analysis of the suprathermal electron depletions thus not only gives information on the plasma
dynamics and magnetic field topology (Steckiewicz et al., 2015, 2016) but may also provide insight into
the seasonal and local time variability of the Martian thermosphere.
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